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Challenges in Indian Education

 The challenge of Numbers

 The challenge of Credibility

 The challenge of Quality

 The challenge of Cost & Efficiency

 The challenge of Access & Reach



India- Statistics

Current Population 1.21 billion

has the world’s largest Higher Education System

427 registered universities

25,987 colleges

6.53 lakhs teachers

118 lakhs graduate students

16.5 lakhs post-graduate students

39.73 lakhs enrolments in open universities

and many more registered for Distance education

Source: Statistics of higher & Technical education 2008-09. Govt. of India, Ministry of human resource development, New Delhi, 2011



Promise of Digital Learning

 Digital technology makes informative content easier to find, 
to access, to manipulate and remix, and to disseminate. All 
of these steps together constitute a dynamic process of 
digital learning

 Teaching and learning in traditional system benefits from 
digital technology that enables new pedagogical methods and 
allows easy access to vast quantities of educational content

 Digital learning extends beyond the formal institutions to 
involve everyone with internet access

 Traditional institutions can make their educational content 
available to the general public online

 Individuals who may have no connection to formal academic 
systems can on the other hand engage in teaching and 
learning with one another, through the use of new technology



Promise of Digital Learning

 In the place of books and journal articles, printed on paper with 
months of lead time, scholarly works are instantly presented online 

.

This Permits

 More convenient access (desktop delivery through Internet);

 Speedy access to time-sensitive work (e.g. in medicine);

 Use of hypertext to allow readers to engage with scholarly 
resources on multiple levels of detail (e.g. linking to tables, 
statistical data etc.);

 Incorporation of digital content such as audio or video clips

 Collaborative discussion of work on an ongoing basis (e.g. 
enabling readers to submit responses; linking to other 
resources such as discussion boards etc).



The Digital Learning facilitate education

Class room Anywhere

Learner centeredTeacher centered

Teacher as facilitator

Technology aided instruction

Teacher as instructor

Education as one time activity

Oral instruction

Life long learning

We offer what you want to learnYou learn what we offer .

From To



Digital Learning Objects

 A digital learning object is any digital resource that can 

be re-used to support learning

 Digital learning objects open up possibilities that 

traditional materials may not offer

 Within a single learning object, information can be 

presented in several different ways, allowing students to 

explore a topic from various perspectives

 Engaging interactive elements give learners a chance to 

practice what they are studying
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Digital resources include

 Collection of documents created or converted 
into machine readable for online access

 Scanned images of photographs and printed text 

 Online databases accessible through Internet 
and Intranet

 CD-ROM/ DVD-ROM, Optical disk databases

 Multimedia programmes and interactive videos

 Digital audio, video clips or full length movies

 OPAC



Forms of Digital Resources

 Bibliographic databases of entire library collection in searchable 
format 

 Databases of own publications and collections 

 Full text access to own publications

 General and subject reference sources such as encyclopedias, 
dictionaries, handbooks, atlas etc in digital form

 Subscribing/procuring bibliographical databases on CD 

 Subscribing online databases 

 Subscribing current contents services

 Subscribing Full-Text e-journals 

 Providing links to important websites

 Archiving of documents retrieved from Internet search

 Digitization of Newspaper, Magazines, Clippings etc….



Benefits of Digital Learning Objects

 Re-usable

 Sharable

 Modular

 Access to massive resources

 Can be easily assembled into courses

 Green technology

 No worry about physical space



Digital Learning System

Perhaps no area holds more potential for transformation than education. 
Many diverse and exciting initiatives demonstrate how rich sources of 
digital information could enhance the transfer of knowledge. A Digital 
Learning System is a combination of people, hardware, software, 
communication devices, networks and digital learning contents for easy 
transfer of knowledge
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Target users of DLS

Browsers

Discoverers

Researchers

 General users who approach system by following  links, or by 

general web searching on broad concept terms

 Users who are looking for general type of information in detail, 

not coming under student, teacher and researcher

 Scholars, searching for specific material relating to a 
particular subject in detail. 

Students 

Teachers 

 Formal, non-formal, informal and continuing learners

 Teachers who use the DLS as a source for their 
curriculum materials and as a depository for storing 
their own teaching materials and presentations. 



DLS helps to cuts travel expenses, reduces time 
taken for training, and eliminates or significantly 
reduces the expenses for setting up a formal 
classroom environment.

Why a Digital Learning System?

DLS identify means to

Ensure

Access

Minimize 

Costs

Improve

Learning

Create 

Standards

DLS offers advanced tools for organizing the educational 

contents in a form that is appropriate for supplementing the 

formal education system.

Create standards in education, course materials and 

communication protocols

The information is made available in electronic form and 

access to it is provided through computer and 

communication networks.  Knowledge will be available to 

anyone who can read and have access



What do we have to Gain?

With proper planning and collaboration, the Indian higher education system and 

economy can make benefit from DLS

Equitable access to 
greater learning 
opportunities

 Increased choices for 
students and parents

More flexible learning 
options for students of 
all ages, all geographic 
locations,  and all life 
situations

Research-based 
education techniques 
and best practices

More efficient & faster 
access to resources

Shared costs for new 
technology 
development

Volume purchasing for 
commonly used 
applications & 
infrastructure

Learning Technology Operations

Sharable and 
timely data for 
accountability, 
decision-making & 
management

 Increased and 
faster services for 
students
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Advantages of DLS

 It is advantageous for those who cannot pursue the regular 
course due to compulsions like in service, financial and social 
problems etc.

 Educational opportunities are closer to home

 Students receive exposure to telecommunication technologies

 Access to media-rich learning environment

 Opportunities to develop technology competencies

 Contact with students in other locations in the region

 Access to global resources and experts

 Learning-on-demand

 Anytime, anywhere, anything at learners’ choice and ease

 Customization of content

 Interactivity in content

 Self paced learning

 Cost effective



Standards in DLS
Learning standards and specifications can be implemented in

.
.

 Metadata: Digital Learning contents must be labeled in a consistent way to 

support the indexing, storage, search and retrieval of learning objects by 

multiple tools across multiple repositories.  Data used for this purpose are 

referred to as learning object metadata 

 Content Packaging: Content packaging specifications and standards allow 

courses to be transported from one learning system to another 

 Learner Profile: Learner profile information can include personal data, 

learning plans, learning history, accessibility requirements, certifications 

and degrees, assessments of knowledge and the status of participation in 

current learning 

 Learner Registration: Learner registration information allows learning 

delivery and administration components to know what offerings should be 

made available to a learner, and provides Information about learning 

participants to the delivery environment. 

 Content Communication: When a new content is added, it is to be 

communicated to the learner, in a standard format. 



Content Management & DLS

Content management allows to

 Capture the knowledge within the organization 

 Structure the knowledge into a well focused, directed 

learning programs

 Incorporate third party content

 Achieve rapid updates, dissemination, management, 

and utilization of that knowledge throughout the 

organization



Copyright Laws & DLS

 Each digital learning objects used in the system should 

have copyright clearance from the legal owner

 Make sure that the clearance specifically permits to use the 

material in a digital format suitable for transmission

 Although it is the common practice of making citations, as 

a way to use copyrighted works for educational purposes, 

some publishers does not give unlimited license for use and 

distribution even if the purpose is purely educational



Conclusion

A language independent Digital 

Learning System, widely available 

through free access on the Internet, will 

definitely improve the University 

Education in India, in ways beyond 

measurement.
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